DUO BASKETTING
TWO CLOCKS SET
FOR THE SAME RACE

+

Race basketing is now possible with two Bricon clocks simultaneously
to provide a back-up clock and safeguard against misfortune.
Required Equipment
• Two Bricon clocks - one of which must be a Speedy X-treme, the other a Speedy or Speedy X-treme.
• A Split cable for connecting the two clocks at the loft (obtainable from Bricon UK).

Preparation Instructions
 Ensure that your name and pigeon data is the same on both clocks.
This is easy to carry out – you can either manually link each of the birds in your race team
directly onto the second clock, or a quick and simple way is to have the information on your
first clock transferred to the club computer and then transferred back to your second clock.
 Ensure that the clocks are labelled as the number one clock and the number two back-up clock.
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Prepare the Bricon Club-Master to be ready to basket race birds.
Connect the male-male cable (supplied with master) to the 9 pin connector on the side of master.
A Speedy X-treme (SPX) must be the first of your two clocks to be connected to the master.
Whilst holding in the OK button on the SPX, connect the SPX to the male-male cable.
Continue to hold in the OK until the SPX displays a message “Duo mode” or “Unives slave”.
Now slide the second clock (Speedy or SPX) into the top connector of the Bricon Club-Master.
Both clocks will launch simultaneously and the basketting of race birds can commence.
After the final bird has been basketed, press the C button on the master to initiate printing.
Basketing lists will print for both clocks (check the clock numbers on the print outs to confirm this).
Wait until ‘Disconnect clock’ appears on the screen of both clocks before disconnecting either clock.

Connecting the two clocks at the lofts with a split cable
 Follow the separate instructions published and available for clocking with two clocks.
 Please note: If a Speedy clock is used it should be the first connected and allowed to start fully up.

Race Read Out
 For race read out each clock is connected individually to the Bricon Club-Master one at a time.
 Connect your clock labelled as the number one to the Bricon Club-Master for the read-out.
 If the number two back-up clock is required for any reason, it can also be connected for a read-out.
NB: Duo Basketting functions on a Bricon Club-Master – but not on any other brand of club master.
For further advice please contact
Mark Palmer
Bricon UK
Tel: 0121 357 7172

bricon.ets@live.com
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